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This Week 

Mitch Zacks, the perennial optimist, sent out an email entitled, "Should Diminished Consumer 

Confidence Make You Bullish?" On average, stocks go up every year, so optimism isn't a bad 

attitude. But it doesn't serve well as a strategy unless your investment horizon is 40 years or 

more. 

The Motley Fool posted "You can dance if you want to", and touted their stock picking prowess. 

Their track record is, indeed, impressive. I don't know much about how they position themselves 

during bear markets so I can't tell you if they advise gritting your teeth and riding stocks into the 

depths of major declines. 

Some years ago, Morgan Housel said, "Don't try to calculate what the market might return over 

the next year or two. You'll never figure it out. Instead, assume it'll return 6% a year after 

inflation over a multi-decade period (with a lot of volatility in between), because that's what it 

has done in the past." Then he went on, "If you do try to predict shorter-term returns, use the 

rule of thumb that the worse the market has done over the last 10 years, the better it 

will do over the next 10 years, and vice versa. Over time this rule of thumb will humble 

nearly every Wall Street strategist."   

So let's look at the last 10 years. 

 

By any measure, 12% a year is above average for the stock market. 13% is even farther above 

average. And 21% a year happens only once every 4 years or so. 

Probability — It's Not Just a Good Idea, It's the Law 

In the last 94 years (data found here), there were 26 years where the SPX gained more than 

20%. Of those, the SPX gained 20% or more 2 years in a row just 3 times: once in 1935-1936, 

once in 1954-1955, and once in the late 1990s when the SPX made 20% or more in 1995-1998 

(but we all know how that ended. Ouch) Could we have another record year? Sure. Is it likely? 

No.  

John Mauldin reminds us: 'The best investment posture is cautious optimism. Pessimism and 

bearishness never get you in the game, while untamed optimism means that at some point, 

you’ll have a serious setback. The cautiously optimistic investor asks both, “What could go 

wrong?” and “What could go right?”' 

https://www.macrotrends.net/2526/sp-500-historical-annual-returns


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

I will be first to admit that charts do NOT forecast price – they show the path of  

least resistance and provide an excellent risk management tool.  —  Peter Brandt 

On the last trading day of the year, VTI was very close to its Nov 8
th
 high. SPX made a new all-time 

high. COMPQ is below its Nov 19th high. And IWM is significantly below its Nov 8th high. 

VTI, COMPQ, and IWM are all lower than their recent highs. Nonetheless, VTI, SPX, and 

COMPQ all have rising MTA scores, while IWM does not. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX, NYAD, and SPXA50R all advanced strongly on Monday, then stalled on Tuesday. The SPX 

eked out a tiny new all-time high on Wednesday, then fizzled on Thursday and Friday. The NYAD actually 

did better than price, but the SPXA50R mostly went sideways after Monday's rise. All of this took place on 

remarkably low volume (volume 30% less than the 100-day average). 

 

 

 



Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

Last week's choices were: IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, TLT 17%, VNQ 17%, TIP 16%, and SHV 

16% 

Top 10 ETFs from the Bullish and Bearish Universes 

Sym MTA Slope Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div Notes 

VNQ ↑ 1.8 ↑ yes $98.61 $107.31 $116.01 2.2%  

QQQ ↑ 1.5 — yes $343.39 $373.69 $397.85 0.5% caution < $373.69 

USMV ↑ 1.4 ↑ buy $68.88 $74.96 $80.90 1.5%  

IYT ↑ 0.9 ↑ yes $237.32 $258.26 $276.44 0.7% caution < $258.26 

TLT ↑ 0.8 ↓ yes $131.20 $142.77 $148.19 1.5% caution < $142.77 

VTI ↑ 0.7 ↑ no $206.52 $224.74 $241.44 1.3%  

SHV — — yes $93.94 $102.23 $110.42 — caution < 102.23 

GOVT ↓ 0.0– no $22.92 $24.95 $26.68 —  

GLD ↑ 0.0 ↑ no $164.81 $179.38 $170.96 —  

TIP ↓ –0.1– sell $111.23 $121.05 $129.20 1.9% caution < $121.05 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: — 



https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


VNQ made another new 16-year high. QQQ eased below $400. USMV made a 10-year new 

high. IYT is trying to make it up through historical and psychological resistance at $275. TLT 

lost another 30 cents this week on negative money flow and OBV. 

VTI, the whole market ETF, made a new all time high on Monday. SHV is ever-so-slowly 

declining [about 1 penny (1/100 of a percent) per month]. GOVT is noisily going sideways. 

GLD is starting to rise on positive money flow. TIP has turned back up in the last two weeks 

and is now above all 3 of its MTA averages. 

          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

I still want to keep some money in cash, so I will keep SHV but I can no longer justify 

holding onto TIP. even if it does seem to be turning up now. So I am going to sell TIP and 

buy USMV. 

          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

That makes this week's picks: IYT 17%, QQQ 17%, TLT 17%, VNQ 17%, USMV 16%, and 

SHV 16%. 

 



Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

TLT's slope continues to beat VTI's. 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

Lots of SPX Sectors with slopes better than or equal to the VTI Index this week: 

1 XLK 3.2 

2 XHB 3.2 

3 XLRE 2.5 

4 XLP 2.2 

5 XLU 2.1 

6 XLV 1.8 

7 XLY 1.7 

8 XLB 1.4 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

Auxiliary Sector ETFs with slopes better than the VTI Index: 

1 SOXX 4.8 

2 ITB 4.8 

3 FIVG 2.9 

4 SRVR 1.3 
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